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ABSTRACT
Past approaches for air traffic control (ATC) problems use
MIMD solutions and have severe problems meeting the re-
quirements of ATC. We propose a new and efficient solu-
tion to the ATC problem using SIMD architecture Clear-
Speed CSX620. This solution uses synchronous process-
ing of jobs and proposes a new tracking algorithm that can
estimate states accurately and a new conflict detection and
resolution(CD&R) algorithm that can guarantee the quali-
ties of safety and efficiency. A preliminary prototype of the
proposed method has been developed on the ClearSpeed
CSX620 and results are presented.
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1 Introduction

We consider the problem of automatic ATC in this paper.
The ATC software consists of multiple real-time tasks that
must be completed in time to meet the individual dead-
lines. Because of the continued growth of air traffic, it is
very necessary to improve safety and efficiency. The FAA
has spent a great deal of effort on finding a predictable and
reliable system to achievefree flight, which would allow
pilots to choose the best path rather than following pre-
selected flight corridors to minimize fuel consumption and
time delay[10, 19, 25]. Massive efforts have been devoted
to finding an efficient MIMD solution to the ATC problems
for many years. However, none of the results have been
satisfactory thus far. One notable example is the ten-year
effort to develop the Automated Air Traffic Control System
(AAS) that was canceled in June 1994 after expenditure of
several billion dollars[17]. It is currently widely accepted
that large real-time problems such as ATC does not have a
polynomial time MIMD solution[5, 23].

Conflict detection and resolution (CD&R) is the most
critical issue for supportingfree flight. According to the

comprehensive survey of Kuchar and Yang[12], all CD&R
algorithms are based on aircraft state estimation. Further-
more, all traffic advisories are based on the aircraft’s cur-
rent state estimates. The Kalman filter[1, 4, 22] is the cen-
tral algorithm to the majority of all modern tracking sys-
tems, known asα − β, α − β − γ filters. The major prob-
lem with the single Kalman filter is that it does not predict
well when the aircraft makes an unanticipated change of
flight mode, e.g, makes a maneuver, accelerates etc. Many
adaptive state estimation algorithms have been proposed
[2, 7, 8, 15, 24]. The Interacting Multiple Model (IMM)
algorithm [3, 13] runs two or more Kalman filters in paral-
lel, each using a different model for target motion or errors.
Then the IMM model forms an optimal weighted sum of
the outputs of all the filters and is able to adjust to target
maneuvers. The IMM algorithm is computationally inten-
sive in current MIMD implementations. Our approach first
develops boxes around all tracks and radar reports, then
checks each report box and against all track boxes. If a
report box intersects with a track box, the report correlates
with this track. If there are any uncorrelated tracks, double
the sizes of their boxes and execute the correlation algo-
rithm again. If there are still uncorrelated tracks, increase
the sizes of their boxes to three times their original size
and execute the algorithm. The correlated reports are used
to get better prediction of tracks, this process is called track
smoothing. The number of radar reports received each half-
second is large (e.g.,6, 000), entering this data into the
parallel processors reduces the run time of tracking algo-
rithms. The ClearSpeed architecture can finish large scale
jobs within deadlines using its features including simulta-
neous parallelism of instructions, efficient associative op-
erations and data transfer etc.

There has been a lot of previous work on solving
CD&R problems[6, 7, 11, 20, 25]. A comprehensive survey
of the CD&R methods is presented in[12]. All of these al-
gorithms are intended for MIMD implementation and have
problems in guaranteeing both safety and efficiency at the
same time[12]. Our detection algorithm compares each air-



Figure 1. CSX620 accelerator board

craft with all the other ones to detect conflicts if their flight
modes do not change within the look ahead time. Our res-
olution algorithm picks out the aircraft that will collide in
the shortest time, computes its future flight path repeatedly
if its heading is incremented from left to right 30 additional
degrees, detects conflicts between each changed path and
all the other aircraft, and find the one that can result in the
latest collision time.

This paper is organized as follows: Section 2 reviews
the architecture of CSX620 and itsCn programming lan-
guage. In Sections 3, we provide an overview for our ATC
system design. Section 4 presents implementations of var-
ious ATC tasks, including report correlation and tracking,
track smoothing and updating, conflict detection and reso-
lution etc. Section 5 presents experimental results. Conclu-
sions and future work are presented in Section 6.

2 Overview of ClearSpeed CSX620

2.1 Architecture of CSX620

The ClearSpeed accelerator board is a PCI-X card equipped
with two CSX620 coprocessors. A view of the board is
shown in Figure 1. The CSX620 is a multi-core processor
with 96 processing elements (PEs) connected in the form of
a one-dimensional array. This multi-core section is called
a multi-threaded array processor (MTAP) core, and the ar-
chitecture is shown in Figure 2. The PEs operate at a clock
speed of 250 MHz. The programmer only has to provide
a single instruction stream, and the instructions and data
are dispatched to the execution units that have two parts:
one is mono that functions as a control unit and processes
non-parallel data, and the other is poly that has 96 PEs that
operate parallel data. Each PE has its own local memory of
6 Kbytes that provides high bandwidth to frequently used
data.

2.2 Programming Concept

The ClearSpeed accelerator provides theCn language as
the programming interface for the CSX620 processors. It
is very similar to the standard C programming language.
The main difference is that it introduces mono and poly
variables that are held in mono and poly execution unit sep-
arately. Values defined as mono are scalar (i.e., non-vector)
values as in Standard C. Variables defined as poly have an

Figure 2. MTAP architecture of CSX620

instance on each PE and enable parallel data processing.
These can also be viewed as vector values. Some standard
libraries are provided, including memory and print opera-
tions, in addition to specialized math libraries that exploit
the SIMD functionality of the accelerator. Library func-
tions for data transfer between mono and poly memories
are provided, for example:

memcpym2p(&pdst, &msrc, 4 ∗ sizeof(struct track));

This function transfers 4 track records from the address
pointed to bymsrc in the mono topdst in the poly. Data
transfer from poly to mono involves the library function
memcpyp2m.

The swazzle network is a circular (or ring) network
connecting all96 PEs. Functions for shifting or exchanging
data with adjacent PEs viaswazzlepath are also provided:

track.Xt(tk) = circular swazzle down(track.Xt(tk));

This function sends the valuetrack.Xt(tk) to the left
neighbor (PE0 will send to PE95) and overwrite the
track.Xt(tk) on it.

3 Overview of ATC Design

The flow chart of the whole ATC system is shown in Figure
3. We simulate radar reports by using flight plans in the
host (or server) and adding some random noise. Next, we
transfer them from the host to mono memory, then to PEs,
and correlate them with tracks that are predicted in PEs to
estimate aircraft states. Then execute tasks such as conflict
detection and avoidance etc. There are more than one track
in each PE, which is different from the assumption in [16]
that there is only one track in each PE.

3.1 ATC Component Overview

There are two basic components: radar reports in the host,
and tracks in the PEs. Their data structures are shown in
Table 1 and Table 2, in which positions of next period are
predicted by smoothed current positions and velocities.



Figure 3. ATC system data flow

Table 1. Data Structures forRadar Reports

Attribute Type Comments

report id int Report identity

r float Report box size

Xr(tk) float X position

Yr(tk) float Y position

Hr(tk) int Altitude

Match count int Number of correlated tracks

Match id int ID of the correlated track

Table 2. Data Structures forTracks

Attribute Type Comments

ID int Flight identity

Q int Track state(seven values)

C int Error measures(3 values)

j float Track box size

report id int ID of correlated report

Xt(tk) float Current X position

Yt(tk) float Current Y position

Ht int Current altitude

Xt(tk+1) float Predicted X position

Yt(tk+1) float Predicted Y position

Vx(tk) float Current X velocity

Vy(tk) float Current Y velocity

Vx(tk+1) float Predicted X velocity

Vy(tk+1) float Predicted Y velocity

Xr(tk) float X position of correlated report

Yr(tk) float Y position of correlated report

3.2 Host Board Communication

Because the CSX620 board does not have a clock itself and
we can only use functionget cycles() to count cycles on
PEs, the task scheduler is implemented on the host. There

Figure 4. Host board communication

Figure 5. Illustration of data transfer

are two semaphores namedsem start andsem end be-
tween the host and PEs. The host first signalssem start,
and the PEs wait for this signal and then execute. The host
records the start time, waits forsem end that is sent by
PEs indicating that this task is finished, and records the
time. The host next calculates how much time is spent in
this task, then waits for the remaining time in the cycle and
then starts the process over again, Figure 4 illustrates the
process.

3.3 Data Transfer

The CSX620 does not support transferring data from
outside devices into PEs directly, so the radar re-
ports should be read into the host first, transferred
from the host to the mono memory, then transferred
to PEs. The process is illustrated in Figure 5. We
use CSAPI write mono memory function to transfer
radar reports from the host to mono memory, then use
memcpym2p to transfer them from mono to PEs.

4 ATC Tasks Implementation

4.1 Report Correlation and Tracking

In this section, we consider the problem of correlating radar
reports with the predicted positions of established tracks
for aircraft under observation. Our current implementation
does not include height information that can be used to pro-
duce a better correlation. However, the technique used in
this2D algorithm can be easily extended to create a similar
3D algorithm.



Figure 6. Track/report intersect

First boxes are created around each radar report and
each track to accommodate report and track uncertainties.
These boxes are(Xr(tk) ± r, Yr(tk) ± r) for each report
and(Xt(tk) ± j, Yt(tk) ± j) for each track, wherer > 0
is based on uncertainties in the radar report, andj > 0 is
based on uncertainties of each track.

Each report box is compared with every track box in
each PE. If the box around a radar report intersects the box
around a track, they are said to be correlated.As seenn in
Figure 6,r1 and t2 do not intersect andr2 and t1 inter-
sect. If the boxes intersect, thematch count of this re-
port is incremented, its ID is entered into the correlated
track’s report id, and the ID of the track is entered into
the radar report’smatch id. We calculate the distance be-
tween them, which is the track’sshortest distance. This
report’s positionsXr(tk) andYr(tk) are entered into the
track’sXr(tk) andYr(tk). Then the radar reports in each
PE are transferred to next PE using theswazzle function,
and this process is repeated. If two tracks correlate to the
same radar report, i.e., the radar report’smatch count >
1, then this radar report is discarded. If a second radar re-
port correlates with the same track, calculate the distance
between the track and radar report and call it the track’s
current distance; if it is less thanshortest distance,
update theshortest distance to be this distance, and
record this report’s position as a candidate report position
for this track. After the above procedure is repeated 96 iter-
ations, all report boxes have been compared with all track
boxes, set error measureC = 1 for the tracks that have cor-
related reports. The use of error measure will be explained
in the next section.

A flight that is not produced by noise might not corre-
late to any reports because the flight that it corresponds to is
maneuvering. We increase track box size for any track that
has not correlated with a radar report to increase its proba-
bility to intersect a radar report box as shown in Figure 7.
First we double the box sizes of tracks that do not correlate
any reports, i.e,j = j × 2. Next, we apply the same al-
gorithm to compare them with uncorrelated reports whose
match count are 0. The error measuresC are set to 2 for
tracks that correlate reports in this round. We then triple the
original box sizes of tracks that have not correlated any re-
ports yet, and run the algorithm again. The error measures
C are set to 3 for tracks that correlate reports in this round.
If a track has not correlated with any radar reports after the

Figure 7. Search box size for flight maneuver

Table 3. Track State Table

Q-Track state C-Error measure
1 2 3

1 2 2 2
2 3 3 2
3 6 4 3
4 6 4 3
5 6 4 4
6 7 5 4
7 7 6 5

Table 4. Pre-Computed Weight Table

Track stateQ Position weightWp Velocity weightWv

1 0.99 0.95
2 0.8333 0.5
3 0.7 0.3
4 0.66 0.24
5 0.524 0.143
6 0.464 0.107
7 0.417 0.083

third round, it is discarded as noise. If a radar report has
not correlated with any tracks after the third round, it may
correspond to a new plane so we create a new track for this
possible new flight.

4.2 Track Smoothing and Prediction

After a correlated report for a track is found at timetk, it
is necessary to smooth the position and velocity to predict
the next position and velocity at timetk+1. The error mea-
sureC (three values) is used to select the next qualityQ of
track state (seven values) that is used for smoothing. Ta-
ble 3 shows how to compute nextQ by currentQ andC.
For example, if current track stateQ is 4, error measure
C is 3, then next track stateQ is 3. Table 4 shows the
smoothing constants for each track coordinate byQ, which
is used for the smoothing. The following equations 1 and 2
are to smooth positions of a track usingXr(tk) andYr(tk)
that are correlated report positions of this track[14]. The



Table 5. Data Structures forCollision

Attribute Type Comments

ID int Flight’s ID

Xc float Current X position

Yc float Current Y position

Hc int Current altitude

Vxc float X velocity

Vyc float Y velocity

time till float Soonest collision time

collide ID int Collision track ID

equations 3 and 4 are to smooth velocities,∆T is the time
interval between measurements.

Xt(tk) = Xt(tk) + (Xr(tk) − Xt(tk)) × WXp (1)

Yt(tk) = Yt(tk) + (Yr(tk) − Yt(tk)) × WYp (2)

Vx(tk) = Vx(tk) + WXv × (Xr(tk) − Xt(tk))/∆T (3)

Vy(tk) = Vy(tk) + WYv × (Yr(tk) − Yt(tk))/∆T (4)

The estimated positions ofx and y at time tk+1

Xt(tk+1) and Yt(tk+1) are shown in equations 5 and 6.
The estimated velocities ofx andy at timetk+1 Vx(tk+1)
andVy(tk+1) are shown in equations 7 and 8.

Xt(tk+1) = Xt(tk) + Vx(tk) × ∆T (5)

Yt(tk+1) = Yt(tk) + Vy(tk) × ∆T (6)

Vx(tk+1) = Vx(tk) (7)

Vy(tk+1) = Vy(tk) (8)

The results of equations 5, 6, 7 and 8 will be used in equa-
tions 1, 2, 3 and 4 as previously estimated data at the next
time.

4.3 Conflict Detection

To assure timely evaluation we let the detection cycle be
eight seconds, and we want to determine the possibility of a
future conflict between any pairs of aircraft within a twenty
minute period, i.e,1200 seconds. We have a poly structure
collision, whose data structures are shown in Table 5.

First we copy eachtrack’s ID, Xt(tk+1), Yt(tk+1),
Ht, Vx(tk+1) and Vy(tk+1) to a collision’s ID, Xc, Yc,
Hc, Vxc andVyc, and initializetime till to 1200.00. For
eachcollision and track in each PE, first check whether
their flight IDs are different and altitudes are within1000
feet, i.e.,|collision.Hc − track.Ht| < 1000. Then project
their positions as envelopes into the future time, add1.5 to
eachx andy edge of the future position to provide a3.0
minimum miss distance, which is shown in Figure 8. We

Figure 8. Conflict detection

calculate themin x, max x, min y andmax y for min-
imum and maximum intersection times inx andy dimen-
sions:

min x =
|collision.Xc − track.Xt(tk+1)| − 3

|collision.Vxc − track.Vx(tk+1)|
(9)

max x =
|collision.Xc − track.Xt(tk+1)| + 3

|collision.Vxc − track.Vx(tk+1)|
(10)

min y =
|collision.Yc − track.Yt(tk+1)| − 3

|collision.Vyc − track.Vy(tk+1)|
(11)

max y =
|collision.Yc − track.Yt(tk+1)| + 3

|collision.Vyc − track.Vy(tk+1)|
(12)

Find the biggest minimum timetime min and smallest
maximum timetime max across the two dimensions:

time min = max{min x, min y} (13)

time max = min{max x, max y} (14)

Comparetime min with time max, if time min
is less thantime max, indicate that there is a potential
conflict between thecollision.ID andtrack.ID. Check
whethertime min is less thancollision.time till, if so,
collision.time till is updated totime min. Then allcol-
lision records in each PE are passed to next PEs byswazzle
function and are compared totracks in that PE using the
same algorithm. After96 iterations, allcollisionshave been
compared with alltracks. The time till and collide ID
of eachcollision is its soonest collision time with another
track and that track’s ID .

4.4 Conflict Resolution

We first find the minimumtime till of collisions in each
PE:

for(i = 0; i < numberperpe; i + +){

if(collision[i].time till < mintimetillonpe)

mintimetillonpe = collision[i].time till; }

Find the minimumtime till across PEs:

mintimetillonmono = cs reduce min(mintimetillonpe);

Transfercollision records from PEs to mono:

c dst addr = tmp c + numberperpe ∗ get penum();



Table 6. Data Structures ofProjected

Attribute Type Comments

ID int Best flight’s ID

X float Its X position

Y float Its Y position

H int Its altitude

Vxhc float X velocity by heading change

Vyhc float Y velocity by heading change

time till float Soonest collision time

memcpyp2m(c dst addr, &collision, numberperpe∗sizeof

(struct collision);

Search for the ID of the flight that has maximumtime till:

int minid = 0;

while(tmp c[minid].time till! = mintimetillonmono){

minid + +; }

This is the best flight that will make the heading change.
Calculate that flight’svelocityandangle:

velocity =
√

(tmp c[minid].Vxc)2 + (tmp c[minid].Vyc)2

angle = arctan(
tmp c[minid].Vyc

tmp c[minid].Vxc

)

We design aprojectedstruct, its data structures are
shown in Table 6. We have aprojectedstructtmp f2[96]
in mono, copy the best flight’sID, Xc, Yc andHc to ID,
X , Y and H of tmp f2[0], tmp f2[1], · · · , tmp f2[95],
initialize time till to 1200.00. Set a float variablefrac rad
to be 0.0109083 that is the radian of30 ÷ 48 = 0.625
degree. Each oftmp f2[i] represents a path where the best
flight makes a different heading change from left to right
30 degrees. The program segments are shown below:

for(i = 0; i < 48; i + +){

tmp f2[i].Vxhc = velocity×cos(angle+(i+1)×frac rad);

tmp f2[i].Vyhc = velocity×sin(angle+(i+1)×frac rad);

tmp f2[i+48].Vxhc = velocity×cos(angle−(i+1)×frac rad);

tmp f2[i+48].Vyhc = velocity×sin(angle−(i+1)×frac rad); }

Transfer thetmp f2[] from mono to a polyprojectedstruct
projectedpathin PEs, the programs are shown below:

f2 src = tmp f2 + get penum();

memcpym2p(&projectedpath, f2 src, sizeof(struct

projected));

Each projectedpathis compared to allcollision records
in each PE. If their flightIDs are different and altitudes
are within 1000, calculatemin x, max x, min y and
max y for minimum and maximum intersection times in
x andy dimension using the same equations 9, 10, 11 and
12, just replacetrack.Xt(tk+1) with projectedpath.X ,
track.Yt(tk+1) with projectedpath.Y , track.Vx(tk+1)
with projectedpath.Vxhc, and track.Vy(tk+1) with
projectedpath.Vyhc. Then use equations 13 and 14 to
get time min and time max. If time min is less than
time max, there is a potential conflict between thecolli-
sion IDand this path. Check whethertime min is less than
projectedpath.time till, if so, projectedpath.time till
is updated totime min. Theprojectedpathrecords in each
PE are then passed to the next PE to compare withcollision
records in that PE. After96 iterations, allprojectedpathen-
velopes have been compared to allcollision envelopes and
their time till values are their soonest collision time with
another flight. We find the maximum one:

maxtime = cs reduce max(projectedpath.time till);

Transferprojectedpathrecords from PEs to mono again:

dst addr = dest + get penum();

memcpyp2m(dst addr, &projectedpath, sizeof(struct

projected));

Find which new path has the maximumtime till, that path
is the best scenario:

m = 0;

while(dest[m].time till! = maxtime){

m + +; }

Transfertrack records from PEs to mono:

track dst = tmp track + numberperpe ∗ get penum();

memcpyp2m(track dst, &track, numberperpe∗sizeof

(struct track));

The track whose index isminid is the best flight that will
make a maneuver. Change itsx andy velocity to the best
path’s that have just been found:

tmp track[minid].Vx(tk+1) = dest[m].Vxhc;

tmp track[minid].Vy(tk+1) = dest[m].Vyhc;

Finally transfertrack records back from mono to PEs:

track src = tmp track + numberperpe ∗ get penum();

memcpym2p(&track, track src, numberperpe∗sizeof

(struct track));



Figure 9. Tracking time comparison MIMD vs. CSX

Figure 10. CD&R time comparison MIMD vs. CSX

5 Experiment Results

Radar reports in host and tracks in PEs are generated by
giving each flight a random starting position and velocity.
The altitude for each flight is an integer between3, 000 and
6, 000 feet, the range for bothX andY is between−128
and128 nautical miles (Nm) with the origin (0, 0) at its
center. Target velocities are between30 and 600 knots
(nautical miles per hour) and an average of250. We use
a dual processor, each of which has four cores to simulate
shared memory MIMD. We divide all aircraft into the eight
threads, and execute the same tracking and CD&R algo-
rithms.

We run100 trial Monte Carlo simulations and com-
pare the timing and scalability of tracking and CD&R be-
tween shared memory MIMD and CSX. The results are
shown in Figure 9 and Figure 10. When there are more
than800 aircraft, MIMD will take double and even more
time than CSX in tracking algorithm. It is difficult for
the MIMD approach to finish CD&R tasks within deadline
when the system has more than500 flights, while CSX ap-
proach can finish CD&R tasks within deadline even when
the system goes up to1200 flights.

6 Conclusion

We propose a simple and predictable solution for our na-
tion’s ATC system based on ClearSpeed CSX620. The con-
tributions of this paper are to use the SIMD and special
features of CSX620 to guarantee the safety, efficiency and
predictability of important ATC tasks such as report cor-

relation and tracking, and CD&R. We will add more ATC
tasks such as flight plan conformance and update, and ter-
rain avoidance etc to complete our current prototype, and
we will improve the scalability and efficiency of the track-
ing, and CD&R algorithms etc.
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